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I . Introduction
Soon after its discovery [1], the high-7’, supcrconduclor has received cmisKlerahlc allenlion 
because of its various interesting characteristics which diastically differ from the conventional 
BCS superconductor. In the ceramic superconductor like La2 _ ^St/^uOa, the interesting 
phenomena is believed to be confined to the two dimensional CuOi plane. The hybridisation 
of the  ^ 2 orbital o f Cii-aloms with 2 p  orbital of 0-atoms leaves one electron unshared at 
ilie copper orbital (site), which makes the plane antifcrromagnctically ordered |2 |. Al present, 
many mean field models like the resonating valence bond stale (RVB) |2,3|. dilfercni lyjx's oi 
flux phase stale [4 ,51 (commensurate-nux phase, slaggcred-llux phase), the chiral phase state 
|b| and the anyon model [7,8] e t c ,  have been proposed to understand the ground slate of the 
n\ide superconductors. H istorically, it was first suggested by Anderson |2 | that 
anlilcrromagnctic phase o f the cuprate superconductor is probably strongly correlated MoU- 
Hubbard insulator and (he dynamics of the electrons or holes in such narrow-band material 
may best be described by the Hubbard nuxlel with large on site potential.
In the mean field study o f the well celebrated t~ J  model, Baskaran, Zou and 
Anderson (BZA) suggested the resonating valence bond state as a possible giouiid state ol 
‘he cuprate supcrconduclor [3,9|. In the half-filled stale, these pre-existing smglei pairs are
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fro/.en to the nondynamical Bose-condensed state [2] and therefore, one needs to introduce 
the nonvanishing vacuum expectation value (VEV) of the number operator of the electron 
Emphasising on this feature, in the present paper we develop systematic mean field study of a 
RVB-inspired t-J-J '  model and show the existence of a stable phase at away from the hall - 
filling. The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, after a brief review 
of the /“./ model f 10], wc have elaborated the motivation of insertion of the additional 7 'term 
Section 3 contains the mean field solution of the model. Section 4 deals with the numerical 
solution of the coupled gap equation in the high temperature limit and discusses its phase 
diagram. Finally, wc conclude with a brief summary of our results.
2 . Resume of BZA work and the model
The Hubbard hamiltonian of the fermions moving in the narrow band metal is given 
by 111]
«= X  l x  - Kc <^t + X
a (<f/> I
(1)
where and IJ arc the hopping matrix and the onsite potential respectively and 
represents anticommutating electron creation (destruction) operator at site i with spin indices a 
or a .  For the relatively weak onsite repulsive potential (large tIU), which corresponds to the 
almost free electrons in the band, the mean field study of the hamiltonian ( I ) predicts the 
existence of the 'spin density wave' (SDW) state as the ground state fl2].
However, the large onsite potential U (small ilU) destifbiliscs the SDW state and one 
has to look for the other possible ground slate. I d  this limit, one approach is to perform the 
degenerate perturbation theory to the order of t which yields the wellknown '/-7' (or the 
Heisenberg-Hubbard) model [9]
= - ' X X  -^XX (’)
(T O/-* (T <1/''
where ./ = is the coupling constant, = (I -  is the projection operator (hal
projects out the all doubly occupied sites and S~ (S^) = - are the spin
operators. After simple rearrangement, the above hamiltonian Can be cast in terms ol the 
SU,j{2) singlet operators [3]
CT <ij:>
where the singlet operators are given by
K  •  ( C e j i i  -  c i c ; )
-  ( K f -
(4a)
(4b)
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the hamiltonian (3), the first tenn is the approximated form of that in cq. (2) where the 
doping parameter 5  is introduced as the measure of the departure from the half niled slate [3J. 
The S U t j  (2) singlet operator represents the pre-existing singlet pair which Anderson 
defined as the resonating valence bond state. Using the properties ot the eicctnm operators, it 
IK easy to check that the singlet operators obey a dosed .ST/,, (2) algebra [131
where
(5a)
l^^ K ]  = (5h)
[C, { /r ,;o r6 ;o r\,} ]  = 0, (5c)
K  = (". + -  2) ((>al
(6b)
;irc ihc diagonal and Ihe Casimir operator respectively which eommule with all the generators 
ol the S U ,!  (2) group. Now the niod'l'ication oi the t -  7 model is desirable lor the following 
reasons. Firstly, note that is constructed IVom the number operator Therefore, if there is 
Neel state at the hall-mied phase, {NEliLl/tjNEEL) = I -  (NEEL|n,lNi;El.) and ,t 
lollowsthat (NEEL NEEL) = 0. Thus cq (.Sa) shows that / /  commutes with h„and 
the Casiinir (6b) is reduced to the 7-part of the t - J  hamiltonian (3), However, Ihe quantum 
lliicliialion destroys the Neel ordering due to the formation of the configuration space 
KVB singlet 12]. For such quantum liquid state, wc must have (RVn|/ijRVB) *  1 *  
{RVB|n IRVB) and hence (RVB|/t„^lRVB) /  0 The nonvanishing VEV of the diagonal 
oiicrator! which by definition takes care of the number Buctuation. allows to write the 
hainillonian analogous to the Casimir (6b)
(7)
<iy> o
In this t - J - J '  model, the new coupling parameter J  plays signilitant 
siipciconducling phase.
3. Mean field solution of the ' t - J - J  ’ model
. . 4 » /_/' model. The partition luncuon
now proceed to the mean tield solution oi t
ninc.sponding to the hamiltonian (7) is
(8)
Z  = T r |e x p ( -^ (W o  + W ')) |,
where
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"o  = - ' 5  X  X  K < = i .  +
a <ij>
and -  Z  E  ■ ' K > \ ]
(9)
( 10)
(7 <//>
arc the unperturbed and interaction part of the hamiltonian respectively and the trace is uikcn 
over the spin indices. The mean field approximation requires the linearisation ol \hc 
interaction hamiltonian H' by introducing the order parameter fields defined as
dt*r , . clef , .
A, - > (k )
and
det . .
-  K , ) -
flhl)
( H h )
where is the usual RVB order parametei and Ay ,j is the diagonal order parameter. Thus ihc 
mean field approximated partition runction is given by
= J T. {exp j (a ,^
= j Tr {c^ P
h~ +  h (n
M 2
Assuming the order parameters are real and independent of sites i e . A,, =  A,j -  A and 
A\,j= Ay (note the operator hy,j is real by construction), the mean field hamiltonian //mi m 
the momentum space reads
= Z  Z
a k
+ J ' < )  + (“ ./]’ (Hi
where ^^i-AJ'Ay  be the dynamically generated chemical potential that arises Irom the J term 
of the hamiltonian and
e{k) = -  Yk ~ cos(k^a) -h cos(A://).
To diagonalise the hamiltonian, let us define the basis (16],
n. '  1.* -  ( C  c _ „ )
<- kCT ,
(14)
(13'
and the matrix
M { k )  = (f(* ) -  N
In ihis new basis the hamillonian becomes
= X -  ( ./J ’ +
Diagonalising the matrix (16), we obtain the d.spcrs.on relat.on
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(16)
(17)
(18)
..... ....... ...............................
^MF -  J Y)A^ exp(- (*)),
\Uicre the effective hamiltoman is ^
= X ^  l»{4cos/,(/it^(A)/2)} + [j a ' + r A \ )
(14)
(20)
Minimising the effective hamiltoman with respeU lo ihe oidci parameters A and .1,. iwo 
uuipled sell consistent gap equations are obtained
^  { ■anh()9£(*)/2))
V i 2A-(*) I
E(k) (2Ib)
'icpLrating the inomentuin at the reciprocal lattice vector (cutoff momentum k^), ihc gap 
‘^^ s. (21) can be written as
y[ t“"h(/J/^(*,)/2) (22a)
= “ X  tanh(/}/T(*)/2)^f*)
4 £ (* , )
tanh(/3£(* )/2) (22b)
^>HA(5)-2
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where prime implies the summation excluding the momentum k ~ In next section, we 
prcx:eed lo solve the coupled gap equation to show the existence of the stable phase at awij\ 
from the half-filling.
4. Phase structure of the model
(a) Half-filled state ( S = f^j= 0) :
At the reciprocal lattice vector j = [n jla ,  Kfla), the eq. (22a) lakes the simpici
form
A = 2a^ tanh(/Jyy,4/2).
(271)
while the chemical potential eq. (22b) becomes trivial [3]. The mass gap
vanishes due to the vanishing lattice factor at k = [3].
(h) A way from the half filled state :
At the reciprocal lattice vector, the gap eqs. (22a, b) become
1
(23)
(2*4)
^/j = X ’ 2E(k)
y; tanh(/?£(*)/2).
H j / J '  = -  ^  lanh(;3t'(A:)/2) ^(*) -  ■ ltanh(^/jj/2) .
(25.1)
(25h)
We note that the dynamical generation of the chemical potential, rather than its cxplicii 
presence, differs the superconducting stale from the half filled phase where f.ij = 0. At /I = ff. 
A -  0 and from eq, (18) E(k) = ^(k), the eqs. (25) now take the form
1/7 = f
d^k
{ 2 n r
y \  tanh()3^.5(*)/2)/2.5(ft), (26a)
y  tanh{/J^<5(A))/2 -  tanh(/J,.^^/2), (26bi
where a be the lattice spacing. In the high temperature limit {{ 1), the above
equations arc reduced to much simpler form (detail derivation is displayed in the appendix)
1/7 = P^(\ -  p y j n ]  y + 4 ) l \ 6 7 ^  -  U P l u j S l l l n  (27a)
^ j r  = -  ^ y j A ]  m  + -  ^ .V ,;/l2 )
-  tanh(^,7id/2).
the dopi^ B
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5 = Mj
- J  ( l . , -  15 X 10 ' cV
0 OOt'
. 1 ' u U'
-1-’' 1 
0
, ar..u-V .curv.w ..hJ = 0«i»ndJ--'"
Kigurc».TheaopinEco"-.-"™'''"“ ' ,, ,ou«d to have slaWe »l >
IOCS ll'Ji ^
* .  . ! . « . .  o ™ ' * d  .5  .0  5 « .W "  » ' ' “
characieristic stable phase a
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Appendix
In this appendix, we presen! ihe solution of the coupled gap equations (25) in the high 
temperature approximation.
In the limit Pt^(k) «  1, we have
tanh/3^^(At)/2 = f i^^(k)/2 + / l 4  + . . . . (A I)
For low doping concentration 5 ^ «  1, eq. (A 1) becomes
lanh)3^.5(*)/2 = -  ~ ~
Similarly,
[lanh^^<5(*)/2]/^(*) = P J2  -  P l{ ^ {k )f  j2A
= ^ . ( l  -  ^ y j \ 2 )  - HjPltSrJe. (A.3)
The integralion over the lattice factor in the limit \nj2a,  -n j2 a \  yields
d ‘^ k
{ in y
= , (A.4a)
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J d^k
f a k  ■> 
i + n ')l4 n \.
7s = l/7ra^
( 2 k )
J d^k( 2 k )j y I = \'SlbKa\
(A 4b)
(A4o)
(A 4d)
Subs,.ruling (A.2) and (A.3) in ,he gapcqs. (2r.a, bland mak.ng use,,| a,s (A 4) we ob.a.n 
VJ = /3,(> -  / J > j / l2 )  (r+A)l \bn-  -  l3/i,>ytV72;r, ,A.5a)
U j r  = 8 ,^/<5(l -  fiy : jA ] ln  + (A.5b)
I'lom cc]s. (A.5) (he doping coneciKrat.on can be readdy solved
(7T- f 4 ) / l b r  + ~  tanh(/<_//,/2)<5 = li,,
\ y t i ' , y y . n  + J’t[\ li;^r,/4)ln (A 6)
